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SHORT C O M M U N I C A T I O N
Responses of a Transplanted Troop of Japanese Macaques
(Macaca fuscata) to Bobcat (Lynx rufus) Predation
HAROLD GOUZOULES, University of Wisconsin
LINDA M. FEDIGAN, University of Texas at Austin
and LARRY FEDIGAN, Texas A. & L University
ABSTRACT. A series of encounters between a transplanted troop of Japanese monkeys
(Macaca fuscata) and one or more bobcats (Lynx rufus) is described. One incident of predation was observed and four additional cases assumed. Reactions of identified individuals
and groups of monkeys as well as general troop reactions are noted. The effects of breeding
season behavior, troop size, differences in mother care, behavior of the bobcat, and the
structure of the south Texas environment are explored. After the observed predation incident,
intervention by the researchers affected the behavior of the monkeys and the bobcat, and
reduced encounters.
INTRODUCTION
Data from recent field studies of nonhuman primates seem to indicate that the most
significant predators of nonhuman primates are other primates (JOLLY, 1972). However, predation on primates is difficult to study, and it is unclear whether predator
pressure is indeed small or whether observer related factors have limited the number
of incidents recorded. For example, it is possible that the presence of a human
observer inhibits either the predator or the prey; also, many predators are nocturnal
and few field studies include night observations. Further, unless a complete incident
of predation actually is seen, recognition of individuals is necessary in order to be sure
that a group has lost a member.
Several theories have been formulated regarding the influence predators have
played in the evolution of primate social organizations. CHANCE (1961, 1963) and
KUMMER (1971) suggest that group size for terrestrial open-country primates must be
large in order for predator detection and defense. CHANCE (1961) hypothesizes that
multimale troops evolved originally as a means of protection against feline predators,
while KUMMER states that for savanna living baboons, "the larger group is a safer
group," (KUMMER,1971, p. 52). CHANCE and JOLLY (1970) offer a theory of social
organization based on defense reactions to predators. They distinguish between
species, such as the patas, in which a male distracts a predator, and species such as the
baboon, where males are known to actually defend the group. In respect to the latter,
DEVORE and HALL (1965) state that baboon and macaque males are aggressive and
dominance-oriented, by comparison with other primates, and that this is presumably a
correlate of their special function as group defenders against predators. Responses to
predators also have been an important consideration in attempts to analyze primate
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social structure in terms of social role differentiation (BERNSTEIN,1964a,b, 1966a,b;
BERNSTEIN & SHARPE, 1966; GARTLAN, 1968). Yet, as EISENBERG, MUCKENHIRN, and
RUNDRAN (1972) point out, no single aspect of primate field studies has less supportive
data than the generalizations concerning the survival value of the various presumed
antipredator mechanisms.
Most reports of predation on primates have dealt with the African monkeys and
apes. HADDOW (1952) and especially ALTMANN and ALTMANN 0970) provide excellent reviews of the predators of Cercopithecus species and Papio species respectively. Yet, just l0 years ago HALL was able to state that nothing was known about the
behavior of macaque species toward predators (HALL, 1964). Macaque species that
have been intensively studied, like the provisioned troops of Macaca/i~scata of Japan
and the Macaca mulatta groups of Cayo Santiago, exist in virtually predator-free
environments. LINDBURG'S study (1971) of rhesus monkeys in north India includes a
second hand report of a tigress preying on a forest group at Asarori, and SCHALLER
(1967) found langur hair in the droppings of leopards and tigers but reported no
evidence of their preying on rhesus monkeys.
The present report describes a series of interactions between a transplanted troop
of Japanese macaques and one or more bobcats (Lynx rufi~s) occurring during a 113
day period of the winter of 1973-74. A total of 25 encounters between the monkeys
and one or several bobcats were observed, plus 11 alarms by the monkeys in which the
cause was assumed to be a bobcat. All individuals of the troop are recognized, and
thus as well as the pattern of general troop response, it is possible to describe to some
extent the type and consistency of individual monkey's responses to the bobcat.
B A C K G R O U N D : T H E STUDY TROOP A N D T H E STUDY SITE
The Arashiyama West troop of Japanese macaques was transplanted to a ranch
near Laredo, Texas, in February, 1972, after having been studied in Japan for 19
years. First contacted by Japanese scientists in 1954 near Kyoto, Japan, the troop,
numbering 47, ranged over approximately eight square kilometers of montane forest
in the vicinity of Mount Arashiyama.
Although a wide range of potential predators, including large cats, dogs, and eagles,
were present in Japan in the past (KURODA, 1939), most natural predators have
disappeared or become very rare, and have not been reported as present in the ranges
of the provisioned troops. Indeed the only recent references to potential predator
pressure on Japanese monkeys are IZAWA and NISHIDA'S (1963) mention of eagles
(Aguila chrysactus) as potential dangers to northern ranging troops, and SUZUKt'S
(1972) mention of wild dogs in the Boso peninsula area around Tokyo.
Provisioning and study of the Arashiyama troop began in 1954 and continues up to
the present (HAZAMA,1964; KOYAMA,1967, 1970; NORIKOSHI,1971). From a population of 47 in 1954, the troop grew to approximately 163 in 1966 when a fission
occurred. The resulting two troops were named Arashiyama A and Arashiyama B.
The entire Arashiyama A troop, then numbering about 150 animals, was flown to
Texas in 1972 when it became known as the Arashiyama West troop. Originally all
troop members were given individual names and beginning in 1958 offspring were
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Fig. 1. La Moca, Texas. The Arashiyama West enclosure showing electric fence and monkeys' sleeping towers in the central "corral." Note brushland vegetation.

given the name of the mother, plus the year of birth. Thus Matsu 58 was born to
Matsu in 1958, and Matsu 5863 was born to Matsu 58 in 1963.
In Texas the Arashiyama West monkeys range over a 108 acre enclosure surrounded
by an eight-foot high electric fence. Human intervention is minimal, and although
given supplemental provisions, the monkeys forage on local vegetation for much of
their food. The enclosure consists of approximately 80 acres of unaltered south Texas
brushland, a 20 acre field sown to crop, two artificial waterholes, and a central
1.5 acre sleeping area or "corral." This corral within the enclosure originally held the
monkeys for one month after their arrival and is still surrounded by a 10-foot high
fence with four openings. As well as the high fence posts, the corral contains several
tall wooden towers which the monkeys use for shade, sleeping, and protection.
This area of south Texas is relatively flat (500' to 700' above sea level) and is
variously described as brushland, mesquite-chapparal, and mesquite savannah. The
vegetation consists of mainly dense, spiny shrubs and bushes forming open, dense, or
two-layer brush communities, which correspond largely to drainage patterns. Open
brush generally is found in the higher, better drained parts while in the wettest areas
dense brush with a canopy of about 2 meters merges into a two-layer brush whose
canopy reaches up to 6 or more meters. The dominant tree in this two-layer brush is
mesquite (Prosopsisjuliflora), often multi-stemmed, thin-branched, and brittle---offering little in the way of "look-out" or "sentry" positions for the monkeys.
Among the larger mammals of south Texas found either within the enclosed 108
acre area, or finding their way in through holes under the fence are: white-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginianus), collared peccary (Pecari tajacu), coyote (Canis latrans),
bobcat (Lynx rufus), badger (Taxidea taxus), armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus),
raccoon (Procyon lotor), and skunk (Mephistes mephistes). Whilst there have been
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some u n e x p l a i n e d d i s a p p e a r a n c e s o f m o n k e y s , a p a r t from the p r e d a t i o n by the
b o b c a t r e p o r t e d in this paper, the only other k n o w n instance o f p r e d a t i o n was by a
domestic dog.
DESCRIPTION
W h a t follows in this section is a c h r o n o l o g i c a l s u m m a r y o f the relevant b o b c a t
sightings a n d b o b c a t - m o n k e y interactions that were recorded.
In N o v e m b e r , 1972, a b o b c a t was seen on one occasion and tracks and scat were
observed o n t w o o t h e r days within the m o n k e y enclosure. H o w e v e r , there were no
observed encounters, alarms, or other indications that the b o b c a t was attracted to the
monkeys. N o other sightings were r e c o r d e d until September, 1973. In late S e p t e m b e r
a n d October, 1973, there were three separate sightings a n d tracks were observed on
two occasions in the a r e a a r o u n d the enclosure. The first sighting within the enclosure
t o o k place on the first o f October.
O n N o v e m b e r 2, 1973, an incident was r e p o r t e d which, in retrospect, a p p e a r s to
have been a p r e d a t o r y a t t a c k on an infant monkey. A n observer saw w h a t he at first
t h o u g h t was a large m o n k e y grab an infant m o n k e y in its m o u t h a n d run into the
brush. The infant screamed a n d the leader males and a l p h a female followed by m a n y
other m o n k e y s gave chase (KEN WOLFE,pers. comm.). Later, an infant, Matsu 616673,
was observed to have a severe f o o t w o u n d .
F r o m the first sighting in the enclosure until the following incidents beginning o n
N o v e m b e r 15, the a b o v e incident is the only possible indication o f the b o b c a t showing
a p r e d a t o r y interest in the monkeys. H o w e v e r , a y o u n g m o n k e y (Blanche 6772) was
n o t i c e d missing o n N o v e m b e r 12, a n d a census o f the t r o o p confirmed the loss.
The first recorded interaction between a b o b c a t a n d the m o n k e y s was on N o v e m b e r
15.
The troop had been foraging in the open field since 07:00 hours. At approximately 08:00,
the monkeys became frightened, running from the east corner of the field. N o alarm calls
were heard. A bobcat was observed coming out of the brush into the field at about 200 yards
from the monkeys. The bobcat walked around in the open and was visible for about 5
minutes, during which time most of the troop oriented towards it. The alpha male (Dai) was
at the head of the troop (the other monkeys had run behind him), and another central male
(Kofiwa 59) appeared out of the brush and threatened the bobcat from a distance of about
30 to 40 feet. The bobcat moved back into the brush shortly after this, and the troop resumed foraging.
On November 19, 20, and 21, there were alarm reactions in the troop while the monkeys
foraged in the brush. Interspecific encounters of some kind were suspected. Adult females
climbed into the trees giving alarm calls and fear screams, and the rest of the troop responded
by climbing into trees and threatening in the direction of the calls.
T h e breeding season was j u s t beginning a n d a c o n f o u n d i n g factor here is that
estrous females sometimes gave false a l a r m calls (ALTMANN,~ ALTMANN,1970, r e p o r t
this for Papio cynocephalus also). In o u r experience, the m o n k e y s quickly seem to
l e a r n to distinguish these " e s t r o u s a l a r m calls" from real a l a r m s and d o n o t react to
the former. T h u s their defensive reactions in the cases described above, m a k e us suspect actual encounters.
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At about 06:30 on November 22 the monkeys were resting in some low brush near a cleared
area. There was an alarm and all of the monkeys, including the alpha male (Dai) ran to a
nearby trellis structure which most climbed. The alpha male returned to the area where the
alarm originated and gave repeated threat growls, but the cause of the alarm was not apparent
to the observer. Then at 07:00 a bobcat was spotted in the brush about 200 yards northwest
of the area where the troop had alarmed. At this time the monkeys were foraging in the
adjacent open field, and the cat was only 50 feet from several of them. Matsu 58, an adult
female was identified as the monkey closest to the bobcat and Kojiwa 59 was the closest
central male. At the observer's approach, the bobcat turned around, and Matsu 58 saw it,
apparently for the first time. She ran about 50 feet, giving loud alarm calls, and although
some of the monkeys in her vicinity ran in response, they soon resumed foraging. The troop
was quite dispersed and most monkeys hardly responded to the alarm calls, although several
young infants were observed to run to their mothers. Meanwhile the bobcat had not run
away, but after sitting motionless for several minutes, backed slowly away from the observer.
About 30 minutes later, the bobcat was seen crossing a path about 150 yards from the
troop. Momijica 66, a peripheral male, was sitting up in a dead mesquite tree, close to which
the cat passed. He gave a loud contact-type call and then seconds later a loud alarm call and
stared fixedly in the direction of the bobcat which continued moving off into the brush. The
troop responded to the alarm call but ran only a short distance and quickly resumed foraging.
An observer followed the bobcat and identified it as a male; it did not appear afraid and
permitted approach to nearly 6 feet.
On November 23rd, around 07:30, the troop was again foraging in the open field, although
some monkeys started moving into the brush as they foraged. At approximately 07:45 a young
female (Nose 6171) was seen to climb a hackberry (Celtispallida) bush and to begin eating
berries. After about one minute she gave a startle reaction and stared fixedly at the ground
about 7 feet from the bush she was in, alternating threat growls with fear screams. The
bobcat was crouched in a hollow beside the bush, tail down, oriented toward the young
monkey, staring at her. It was very well concealed by the pattern of the yellow grass in the
hollows. Nose 6171 jumped into a large mesquite tree farther from the cat, and she was
joined by a cousin, Nose 6371, and a central male, Kojiwa 59. Kojiwa 59 gave threat growls
and facial threats to the cat. The branch supportitag Kojiwa 59 broke and he caught himself
on the branch below, hanging upside down and giving threat growls. His movements, as he
tried to regain his balance, were clumsy, perhaps because of nervousness or fear. At this point
the bobcat began backing slowly from his hiding place, then turned and moved away. An
observer followed the cat but lost it in dense brush. Fifteen minutes later, about 50 yards
from where the cat had been seen, another young monkey (Matsu 6472) climbed into a bush
with a scream and stared into a nearby thicket. Many monkeys in the area responded by
climbing into trees, although the observers were not able to detect the cause of this scare.
Five minutes later threat growls were heard coming from about 10 feet within the thicket.
Then the bobcat was seen briefly pursued by two large central males, identified seconds later
as Kojiwa 59 and IV. The chase was short and Kojiwa 59 was found eating grass in a gully.
Bobcat droppings were found nearby in the gully, which is part of the drainage system.
These dry ditches form a network of " p a t h s " which the bobcat appeared to use for travelling
and concealment.
On the evening of November 23rd the monkeys were in the corral area when they suddenly
alarmed and climbed high. Kojiwa 59, giving threat growls, was seen chasing the bobcat into
the brush (LINoA WOLFE, pers. comm.).
The next morning, around 07:40, the bobcat was again spotted in the vicinity of the troop.
The monkeys were foraging in the open field and the cat was in the nearby brush, facing the
troop, in almost the same spot as the morning before. The cat moved off at the observer's
approach, but another observer relocated the cat and maintained visual contact with it for
about 5 minutes. Then, three adult females, two peripheral males, and an infant moved
slowly into the area foraging. One of the adult females, Wania, was walking right at the
bobcat which was lying concealed in the grass of a small clearing. When she was about 10
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yards from the bobcat, it whirled around and loped off into the brush. Wania, in the middle
of a contact call, saw the cat, whirled around and ran giving alarm calls. Kojiwa 59 and I4;
central males, appeared on the scene, but the cat had gone and quickly the monkeys resumed
foraging.
Later that evening (17:40) the monkeys were in the corral area, when three alarm calls were
given and the troop climbed high, staring and threatening into the brush. The alpha male,
Dai, came from inside the corral and stopped about 60 yards from the source of the scare,
from which two peripheral males (Ran 68 and Meme 6267) were seen running, giving threat
vocalizations. Then the bobcat was seen running from the brush across a path, pursued by
Kojiwa 59, a central male, who chased the cat for a few hundred feet (L. WOLFE, pers.
comm.),
During the regular bi-weekly provisioning on November 27th (l 7:30), there were two scares
near the corral area. Monkeys responded to alarm calls given by a young mate (Matsu 5870)
by climbing high on the fence and fence posts. The bobcat was found inside the corral, about
60 feet away from the frightened monkeys, but it retreated at the approach of the two
observers. About 20 minutes later there was a series of alarms in a nearby area in which
the monkeys stood bipedally and stared into the brush. An observer saw several peripheral
males (Fut 67, Momijica 67, Momifica 66) giving threat growls and chasing what appeared to
be the bobcat, the dense brush making positive identification difficult.
Another encounter occurred on the evening of November 29th (18:15) while most of the
troop was foraging in the brush approximately 50 to 70 yards northeast of the cleared capture
area. An-eight-month old infant (Kujiro 73) was foraging away from his mother and moved
along a path toward the corral, with his sister, Kujiro 69, about 20 feet ahead of him. The
bobcat was spotted just off the path, crouching in the brush, and Kujiro 69 had apparently
passed by without seeing it. Kujiro 73 gave no indication of seeing it either, although as the
observer approached the bobcat stood up and stared at him from a distance of 12 feet,
retreating into the brush as the observer called another researcher over.
On November 30th, around mid-morning, the troop was foraging in the open field, when a
fight involving several monkeys broke out and a chase ensued which brought those involved
into the brush bordering the field. One of these monkeys, W (a central male), started giving
alarm calls and the bobcat was spotted about 50 feet from him. The individuals in the
immediate vicinity responded by climbing into trees, while W remained on the ground
staring at the cat and giving alarm calls. The monkeys in the field did not respond although
they almost certainly could hear the vocalizations. The bobcat moved away and the observer
followed it for 30 minutes as it moved through the brush away from the troop.
The only observed successful p r e d a t i o n by the bobcat occurred on December 4,
a r o u n d 09:10.
A n observer had watched a seven-month-old infant, Matsu 616673 (with the foot wound),
giving tantrum vocalizations and following his mother, who refused to carry him, down a
path. Most of the troop was foraging in the adjacent field. A few minutes later monkeys
were seen running from the area where Matsu 616673 had last been seen, an area favored by
the bobcat. On this occasion the bobcat was seen with its head tilted back, carrying a small
monkey in its mouth, running into the brush pursued by aproximately fifteen monkeys (of
which a peripheral male, Momo, and an adult female, Meme, were identified). Other monkeys
in the pursuing group were identified only as females and juveniles. One monkey appeared to
jump on the cat and the chase continued into the brush, where scuffling and threat growls
were heard. After the chase had ended, the pursuing monkeys were found sitting in trees in
the brush, but the bobcat was not to be found. The monkeys resumed foraging soon after the
incident.
O f particular interest was the fact that the alpha male, Dai, and the beta male, IV,
did n o t participate in this incident. A l t h o u g h both were in the field when the attack
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occurred and thus their view or hearing should not have been obstructed, neither gave
any indication of being aware that the infant had been caught. Both had consort
relations with estrous females at the time and did not leave the females.
Later that morning, around 10:45, threat growls and alarms were heard from the brush some
200 yards northwest of the earlier incident. Observers approached the area and found an
adult female, Kujiro, (mother of the infant Kujiro 73) in a tree, giving alarm calls. Several
other monkeys in the area were in trees and a central male, Koyiwa 59, was on the ground
nearby, licking his hand. The infant, Kujiro 73, was not found in the area and Kuyiro kept
giving alarm calls while moving from tree to tree for 15 minutes. Kujiro 73, along with
three other monkeys (Matsu 616673, Pelka 6071, Matsu 5872), was found to be missing
when a census was taken later that day.
A decision was made to try to eliminate the bobcat, by live trapping or by shooting,
and provisioning in the central corral was increased to twice daily to decrease the
amount of foraging done by the monkeys in the heavy brush. The troop was fed in the
corral and they remained in that area as long as the heavy supplemental feeding
continued, thus forcing the bobcat to approach this more open area with its high
posts and intense patrolling by the three researchers. Attempts to trap or shoot the
bobcat were unsuccessful, however, its approaches were spotted by monkeys, mainly
from the fence or fence posts and no further predation or losses occurred during the
period reported.
From December 5, 1973 until January 16, 1974, a total of eight bobcat sightings
were made (see Table 1), almost all as a result of alarms being given. However, only on
one occasion did the incident result in the cat being chased by a monkey, a peripheral
male (Momo). The vocal alarm, followed by the climbing high, usually on the corral
fence or posts, seemed to be enough to keep the cat at bay, especially with the added,
very active intervention of the researchers. Although interactions between the
monkeys and the bobcat decreased, the cat, or cats continued to be seen both inside
and outside the enclosure, and it became clear that holes dug under the fence by other
animals, e.g., coyotes, badgers, skunks, peccary, were used for their coming and going.
Two bobcats were shot, both females, but the male remained, and remains at large.
The females weighed about 15 pounds each and were somewhat smaUer than the
male who may weigh up to 20 pounds, approximating in size a subadult male
Japanese monkey. One of the dead bobcats were carried into the corral in a sack and
then taken out and placed on the ground. The troop alarmed and climbed high while
an adult peripheral male (Momo) and a central male (Bus 62) threatened, but did not
approach the carcass.
Bobcat sightings outside the enclosure continued to be made at infrequent intervals,
the latest being made on June 15, 1974. However, the fence now has been completely
"wolf-proofed" and should keep this and any future bobcats out of the enclosure and
away from the monkeys.
DISCUSSION
ALTMANN and ALTMANN (1970) describe baboons' reactions to predators as being
unusually difficult to observe and describe because the reactions are often rapid,
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Table 1. Summary of bobcat (Lynx ruJus),monkey (Macaca fuscata) interactions at the Arashiyama west primate research ranch during the winter of 1973-1974.
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Table 2. Arashiyama West age/sex breakdown, November 1I, 1973.

Age
M
F

20+ 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 Totals
I 0 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 ! 0 2 1 1 4 2 6 10 10 4 3 47
0 1 1 1 1 3 ! 2 2 1 4 6 5 5 9 4 14 3 13 10 3 89
136
Ages based on data given in KOYAMA(1967, 1970).
complex, and variable. We experienced similar difficulties in spite o f the ability to
identify all animals in the troop. Indeed, although one might suppose there could be
no confusing a bobcat with a Japanese macaque, and hence wonder at our interpretation o f the N o v e m b e r 2 incident, our experience is that a short-tailed, brownish,
" b l u r t " darting through thick brush did on at least two occasions leave us wondering
whether it was a bobcat or a m o n k e y we had seen. The ALTMANNS found several
c o m m o n denominators in the b a b o o n predator responses : a sudden barrage of loud
explosive vocalizations, and a flurry of animals running in several directions, which
led them to hypothesize that should a leopard miss on its first lunge, the ensuing
c o m m o t i o n probably makes it difficult to single out one individual for another attack.
Although the responses of the Japanese macaques to the bobcat were quite variable
and alarm x ocalizations ranged from barely audible grunts to loud barks and screams,
when the macaques took flight they almost always ran as a group in one direction. On
occasion there was a tendency for adult males not to run or to run more slowly and
then stop, and thus the net result, as with the ALTMANNS' baboons, was that adult
males were between the predator and the rest o f the troop. This was most obvious
when the monkeys were foraging in the open field and was not as often apparent when
the troop was more dispersed and foraging in the brush. When the monkeys were in
areas where they could climb high, they often did so as a first response to an alarm
call.
The ALTMANNS" report that in some cases adult and subadult males, and even
juvenile and adult female baboons would chase a predator. Thus chasing is not
restricted to a particular age or sex class, or to a particular individual such as the
" a l p h a " or control male. Our observations o f the Japanese macaque responses to the
bobcat show a similar pattern. In fact, in the cases in which it was possible to positively identify the bobcat as the source of the disturbance, the alpha male never was heard
to alarm call or seen to threaten or chase the cat, although other individuals did so.
Individuals in the following age-sex classes were observed to give alarm calls upon
seeing the bobcat; adult female, subadult female, adult central male, adult peripheral
male, and juvenile male. The following were observed to direct threatening facial
expressions at the bobcat: an adult central male (four times), three subadult peripheral males (once each), one adult peripheral male (twice), a juvenile female (once),
and an adult female (once). In addition other unidentified adult females and juveniles
chased and threatened the bobcat during the observed incident of predation. Other
than during the predation incident and the possible attempted predation on N o v e m ber 2, monkeys seen chasing the bobcat were two adult central males, (Kojiwa 59
three times, W once), one adult peripheral male (Momo, twice), and three subadult
peripheral males (Momifica 66, Mom(jica 67, Fut 67).
There were three occasions on which alarm calls or screams by monkeys presumably
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in response to the bobcat, were apparently "answered" by central males coming to
the area. Thus while there may be a tendency for adult males to be more active in
driving off the bobcat and in coming to the source of an alarm, the one observed
predation incident indicates that all age-sex classes participated in the "mobbing" of
the predator.
BERNSTEIN (1964a, 1966a) demonstrated that the alpha male (control male) in
captive rhesus and pigtail macaque groups has a key role in protecting the group from
sources of external disturbance, and that the responses of the group to the disturbance
were to a large degree, influenced by the control male's behavior. Our observations of
the Japanese macaque responses to the bobcat would suggest that the group's reactions at least to a small predator are not so dependent on the alpha male's behavior.
ITANI (1963) suggests that Japanese macaques give different alarm calls and respond
differently "when they have been able to hold the enemy at the peripheral part of the
troop," than "when the enemy has invaded the inner part." He indicates that when an
enemy is spotted at the exterior of the troop there is a regular procedure in which
leader males take over the giving of warning calls from whichever monkey has
originally noticed the danger. However, when an enemy is found in the interior, the
troop reacts by running and with sounds "mingled with a sort of fear and confusion,
being indecisive inclining to the defensive." As previously stated, we heard several
different kinds of alarm calls during the course of the troop's interactions with the
bobcat, although we would be unable to confirm the specific differentiation ITANI
found in alarm calls. However, the bobcat would probably qualify as an "interior
enemy" because of its usual habit of approaching the troop in stealth and lying in
wait, camouflaged in the grass, for the monkeys to pass by. Thus it might be worthwhile to compare the troop's general pattern of reactions to the bobcat with observations of this same troop responding in alarm to dogs, coyotes, and to peccaries
spotted at some distance from the troop.
On occasions when such an "enemy" was detected at some distance from the troop,
the monkeys would run a short distance and group in a very small area. The alpha and
possibly beta males would usually occupy prime and visible positions in the tallest
trees available and give repeated warning calls while orienting toward the source of
the scare. As many other troop members as possible would climb into the same trees
and the rest would sit below, all silent. On several such occasions, the other adult and
subadult males of the troop were to be found between the tightly packed troop and
the "predator." These males paced, and continually stood bipedally to peer at and
sometimes threaten the dog or peccaries.
It appears that these reactions to "exterior" sources of danger were much more
organized than the reactions we saw to the bobcat, in which only a portion of the
troop seemed aware of the cat's presence during a particular interaction, especially if
it occurred in the brush. This idea of the bobcat being an "interior enemy" to which
the troop reacted in a variable and often fragmented or confused manner, is partially
supported by the fact that loss of troop members ceased after the troop was heavily
provisioned and maintained within the corral. Because of its many tall posts and
towers, the corral provides better visibility to the troop members who frequently
occupy these high positions. The troop was also far more cohesive and through the
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giving of alarm calls when the cat was spotted approaching the corral, the predator
was more effectively "kept out" on the periphery of the troop.
However, several confounding variables must be considered. Firstly, the observers,
during the period in which the monkeys remained in the corral, reacted to alarm
calls by moving rapidly to the source and sometimes by shooting at the bobcat. Thus
we at least tried to help keep the bobcat out, although we relied on the monkeys to
spot it first which they almost always did. Whether it was the nuisance value of our
shooting or the cat's inability to penetrate the troop, or a combination of both, the
frequency of encounters and sightings declined and finally stopped.
Secondly the rather disorganized reaction which often characterized the troop's
response to the bobcat, or at least the minor role played by the central males may have
been partially due to the mating season. WASHBURNand DEVoRE (1961) record sexual
behavior as a disruptive factor in baboon social organization, and to a certain degree,
this can also be said of this troop of Japanese macaques, especially as mating occurs
only during a distinct period and constitutes a major preoccupation of most monkey
during that period. During the two breeding seasons observed here in Texas, there has
been a tendency for the troop not to forage as a cohesive unit (as they do the rest of
the year) but rather to disperse fairly widely and mix eating with mating. Dispersal
may be over an area of 20 to 30 acres which probably would lower the troop's
ability to react as a cohesive unit to a predator. Several other factors, ostensibly part
of mating season behavior in Japanese macaques, may add to the confusion and
vulnerability of the troop during this period : preoccupation of adult males with their
consort relationships, easily alarmed or tense females, resulting in a plethora of
"false" warning calls by estrous females, and sneak "courtship" attacks on females
by adult (especially peripheral) males (ToKUDA, 1961). During mating season central
males are very loath to leave their consort females and may be seen to ignore fights in
the distance which ordinarily they would hurry over to break up. During the one
observed predation incident, neither the alpha nor the beta male directed any visible
response to the bobcat, although they appeared to be within sight and sound of the
incident and even though many other monkeys were actively involved in pursuing the
cat. The two males had on-going consort relations with two estrous females at the
time.
Yet a third factor which may have played a role in the troop's ability to deal with
bobcat predation is the size of the troop itself. In the introduction we cited CHANCE
(1963) and KUMMER (1971) as having suggested that bigger is better in terms of group
size for open-country terrestrial primates who must cope with predation. However,
perhaps "big" needs definition, for, while large numbers may be advantageous to a
certain number, beyond that they may become a disadvantage. There may be a point
of diminishing returns, beyond which a troop becomes too large to function as a
compact group. It should be noted, in this respect, that since troops as large as the
Arashiyama West troop have not been recorded in the wild, the present large size
may be an artifact of the limited husbandry. It seems to us that in this case the large
troop size was actually detrimental to general troop defense. The bobcat was able to
catch and carry off an infant in an open area with three-fourths of the troop giving no
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indication that they were aware anything had happened. An hour and a half later,
the bobcat is believed to have caught another infant who must have been allowed to
stray sufficiently from his mother who was in the vicinity. Had she been aware of the
first incident, would she have allowed her infant thus to wander? One of the reasons
that the alpha male may have played such a small role in the bobcat interactions is
that he often simply was not in the nearby area when an encounter occurred. Thus it
is quite possible that a monkey troop may become so large that some troop members,
even the alpha male, may remain unaware of important events. However, since adult
and subadult males often did move to the source of an alarm and chase the cat it is
interesting to note KUMMER'Scomment (197 l):
A primate male may have a stronger than usual tendency to approach and distract predators.
As long as only one or two males of a group are thus inclined, the trait may be called adaptive
defense of the group, but the same trait will assume a negative value if too many males of the
group expose themselves to the danger of being killed.
Of course, the fitness or success of the monkeys' defenses against the bobcat cannot
be fully measured, since the episode was not allowed to run its course. From the first
sighting inside the electrified compound on October 1, 1973 until the last sighting on
January 21, 1974, 113 days elapsed, during which time it is believed that five young
monkeys were taken by the cat or cats. During that period the cat was successfully
repulsed, at least 30 observed times, and almost certainly on many more unobserved occasions. On the other hand, we, the researchers, by our interventions,
were part of the troop defense and those five monkeys disappeared during a period of
three weeks, at the height of the bobcat's operations. Thus it seems that, once the
bobcat had "decided" upon monkeys as a prey species, its success was considerable.
Since it has been shown that there is considerable variation in how monkey mothers
treat their infants (HINDE,1971), it is not surprising that variation seems to have been
a determinant of the young monkeys taken by the bobcat. Of the seven infant monkeys
born during the spring and summer of 1973, the two that were lost during the bobcat
encounters had mothers whom we considered to be more passive and less protective
of their infants than the others. The two infants (Kujiro 73 and Matsu 616673) had
often foraged quite some distance from their mothers, and Matsu 6166 was seen to
refuse to carry her infant some five minutes before he was caught by the cat. Kujiro
73's mother had been removed from the troop for several weeks in October 1973 and
during this time he had become quite independent, an independence he maintained
after Kujiro's return. Matsu 5872 also was observed to frequently forage a considerable distance away from her mother.
It is interesting to speculate on how the low brushland environment might have
influenced the predator detection abilities of the troop. These monkeys come from an
area of montane forest in which many tall trees provide excellent visibility and in
which they have been known to use retreat up the slope of a mountain for protection.
The brush in their new environment in Texas is thick and trees of any height are
scarce. Adult males quite consistently, and other troop members occasionally make
use of the few available trees during foraging trips, for scanning and/or locating be-
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haviors. Also, we have noted the first reaction to alarms usually is to climb. Thus the
lack of tall trees in the Texas environment may mediate against a traditional predator
detection and defense mechanism of these monkeys.
Although this report deals primarily with the Japanese macaques" reactions to the
bobcat, several aspects of the bobcat's behavior seem noteworthy. The bobcat made
full use of the cover given it by low, thick brush--it apparently often traveled in the
drainage ditches, approached the troop and then remained still and camouflaged,
crouching or lying in the grass. In contrast to its habit of stalking or actively seeking
other prey, the bobcat appeared to pick a spot and then wait for an unsuspecting
young monkey to come its way. It never attempted to climb a tree after a monkey
although what is very likely the same bobcat was seen in a large dead mesquite tree
on the outside of the enclosure. POLLACK (1951) describes the bobcat as being "shy
and secretive" and mostly nocturnal, although often beginning to hunt long before
dark. Many of the bobcat-monkey encounters we observed were in the early morning,
several were in the late morning and even mid-afternoon and others were in the
evening. Thus the bobcat was very active during the day and possibly it was modifying
its activity patterns because of the monkeys.
The census of December 4 had revealed four monkeys missing. Two were taken
that morning and we believe the other two disappeared one or possibly two days
before, while a fifth monkey disappeared a few days before November 15. Despite a
very large rodent and cottontail rabbit population in the area, the bobcat spent a
considerable amount of time with the monkeys, although it obviously had to be
eating other things during the period covered in this report. Two monkeys taken
within two hours suggests, like POLLACK (1951), that bobcats may kill more than they
eat. However, although " t h e " bobcat in the enclosure was identified on two occasions
as a male, the two females shot outside the enclosure indicate that possibly more than
one bobcat was stalking the monkeys, especially as cooperative hunting in bobcats
has been observed (BARASH, 1971).
In sum, it appears that the following factors played a part in this troop's interactions with the bobcats as predators: the behavioral concomitants of the troop's
breeding season; the large size of the troop; the variance in "protectiveness" of
mother monkeys: our interference in provisioning the troop and attempting to
eliminate the bobcat; the strategies and hunting adaptations of the bobcat, and the
low, thick brushland environment of south Texas.
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